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Wireless control for all Positioners, 
Rolls and Manipulators

         Includes high resolution display to keep the operator 
informed of system status and diagnostics at all times, including 
battery life and signal strength.  Pushbuttons feature gold-plated 
contacts and are rated for more than one million press cycles. 
The defined snap-action steps provide positive tactile feedback 
even while wearing gloves.  Rugged, super tough nylon housing is 
made to withstand shock, water, heat, and harsh environments.  
Designed to minimize power consumption, providing one of the 
longest battery lives in the industry today.  Ergonomically designed 
contoured case makes it comfortable for the user.   Compact and 
lightweight to prevent operator fatigue,  one-handed operation 
frees the operator to assist in other tasks.  Controls include 
directional pushbuttons momentary or latched, proportional speed 
pushbuttons, rapid traverse and E-stop.  

Features

 2.4 GHz. frequency

 Rated Nema 4 (IP66)

 One handed operation

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

WIRELESS PENDANT CONTROL

Wireless pendant box on 20’ cable.  Can 
be located on machine or wall mounted for 

improved reception.

Connector included to easily switch 
between wireless and corded standard 

hand pendant.
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Wireless control for all Positioners, 
Rolls and Turntables

         Wireless foot switch includes both variable speed and 

directional control with one foot.  Variable speed is controlled with 

the main foot pedal, while a micro-switch on the side wall controls 

direction.  Foot pedal has approximately a 60’ range and up to 5 

systems can work in the same work area without fear of 

interference.  Battery life is estimated at 4,000 Hrs. Based on a 

50% duty cycle.    

Features

 2.4 GHz. frequency

 Variable speed control

 Fwd / Rev control

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

WIRELESS FOOT SWITCH 

Wireless switch box on 20’ cable.  Can be 
located on machine or wall mounted for 

improved reception.

Selector switch provided to switch between 
foot switch control and hand pendant.


